
LOCATION  
SOUTHAMPTON

DESCRIPTION 
VEHICLE STORAGE DECK

CLIENT  
ASSOCIATED  
BRITISH PORTS

ARCHITECTS 
AUKETT FITZROY

CONTRACTORS

MORGAN SINDALL

INSTALLED BY  
BERRY SYSTEMS

SYNOPSIS 

Perimeter barriers and 
column protection on 
vehicle storage deck at 
Southampton Docks
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SPECIFICATION

•  10,276 metres of 
perimeter wire rope to  
storage decks and 
ramps

•  2138 rubber column 
corner fenders

•  308 rubber pads  
(600 x 130 mm) for  
column face protection
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BERRY SYSTEMS PROTECTS BRITISH EXPORTS 
AT SOUTHAMPTON DOCKS
The Port of Southampton is one of the UK’s 
largest vehicle handling ports, with over 
650,000 automotive vehicles passing 
through the port in 2012. The large majority 
of these vehicles were UK manufactured 
cars shipped for export. To accommodate 
this traffic efficiently Associated British Ports, 

Britain’s leading port operator, have developed 
over 80ha of dedicated vehicle storage and 
distribution compounds.

The facilities include four multi-deck vehicle 
terminals, the most recent of which was 
constructed by Morgan Sindall. For all of the 
multi-decks, the choice of perimeter protection 

is a crucial one and in this instance 
Morgan Sindall selected the wire rope 
solution from Berry Systems. This deck is 
a steel framed construction with concrete 
slab decks and is the second deck at 
Southampton to have been fitted with 
Berry Systems’ barriers. The standard Berry 
Brisafe system consists of 3 tensioned wire 
ropes running through a mesh panel that 
provides an integrated anti-climb feature 
and pedestrian handrail. 

However, the particular usage at 
Southampton meant that the anti-climb 
mesh and handrail was not required as 
there is no public or general pedestrian 
access. So a combination of five and six 
wire systems was developed, employing 
four low level wires at a typical vehicle 
impact height and to cater for the varying 
range of vehicle sizes encountered. The 

higher, fifth and sixth wires are at handrail 
height (minimum 1100mm) and complete 
the barrier by providing personnel 
protection. All wires were coated in bright 
yellow plastic for high visibility. 

The cables were anchored to the structural 
columns and then tensioned to provide 
the required impact resistance while still 
retaining flexibility to minimise any impact 
damage. The wire rope system also has 
no footprint on the parking deck and so 
maximises the storage space available.

Further protection was provided by fixing 
Berry Corner Fenders to the exposed 
edges of all the steel columns. These 
EPDM synthetic rubber fenders also have 
high visibility yellow strips on each side to 
give a visual hazard warning regardless 
of the direction of approach.

A member of the Hill & Smith 

Infrastructure Products Group
THE LOOK YOU WANT

THE PROTECTION YOU NEED
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